
 

OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD. 

REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED 
ON DATE OF BIRTH 

 

The date of the month, on which we take birth can 
have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’ 

speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe 
brings for us on that date. So read on and find out 

your unique gift !! 

Find out below, the most suitable Redikall Statement 
for you based on your date of birth. Look for the 
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. 

Check if the affirmation is resonating well with you 
for the period of 15th April to 21th April, 2018. If you 
find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall 

Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the period of 
7 Days.For the best results, you could write these 

affirmations. 
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Birthdate 1 of any month/year 
 
VL1 - BRILLIANCE CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION 
 
I discover the brilliance in all that is. 
  
All your relationships are carefully designed, planned and gifted to you for your benefit and growth.                
However, not all are acceptable and pleasant in nature. This happens partly because you fail to see the gift                   
and the brilliance offered by them. Your repeated attempts to ignore them, avoid them and drive them                 
away could deprive you from availing the embedded brilliance through them. Recognise the brilliance,              
embrace all that they are and all that they have to offer.  

 
Birthdate 2 of any month/year 

FR17 - RIGHT NEUTRAL PERCEPTION CHAKRA  

AFFIRMATION 
 
I remain a conscious observer of my perceptions. 
 
An awareness of two possibilities would help here. 1) It is your perception and may not be the truth 2) It                     
is not the perception but your sensitivity to the perception based on your past conditioning, which is                 
affecting you more. Based on this, you could work on yourself or help yourself to become a detached,                  
neutral observer, which can lead you closer to the truth. 
 
 
 

 
Birthdate 3 of any month/year 

FLR7 - RIGHT DETACHED SECURITY CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION 
 
The secured human in me, allows everyone to follow their divine inspiration. 
 
You could be a very charismatic personality inviting a lot of people to flock around and get attached to                   
you. You might have a lot of people dependent on you for emotional, moral, spiritual or financial inputs.                  
People just love you, cling on to you and find it difficult to move on even after a split, break up,                     
resignation and divorce. There is something in you which keeps attracting them to you on an ongoing                 
basis. It is not their problem but it could be manifesting through your deep insecurities about                
uncertainties. There is a possibility of having experienced abandonment in the past. You charisma could               
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be a defence mechanism to make sure that you are never abandoned in the future by any one. As people                    
feel stuck to you, you too remain stuck to them at times. Think of the time you could utilise far more                     
constructive purposes rather than dealing with people who have got attached to you! Release them from                
your need to get and remain attached by dealing with your inner child who felt abandoned. Remember                 
people could come and go, but you remain your best companion. Befriend yourself and strengthen the                
bond with yourself so much that you start enjoying occasional solitude and an opportunity to be by                 
yourself. 
 

 

 
Birthdate 4 of any month/year 

CR13  RIGHT SELF RELIANCE CHAKRA -   
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
 I receive with self-reliance. 
 
You seem to be having a subtle hope that someone in your space should give a boost to your personal,                    
professional or spiritual growth. You could also be feeling a subtle sense of resentment, anger or                
disappointment from a person who is actually capable of doing much more for you and yet unwilling to                  
do or see the possibility of giving you the much needed boost. Now you have a choice of waiting for this                     
individual to do something for you or waiting for certain favourable circumstances to come your way OR                 
look at the possibility of doing your best irrespective of the push or boost from external circumstances or                  
people in your space. How about being self-reliant? 

 
Birthdate 5 of any month/year 
 

BLR1- RIGHT DETACHMENT CHAKRA-  
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I put my best foot forward with detachment. 
 
Attachment could result in stagnation and hence not very well encouraged at the soul level. Attachment                
arises out of ignorance that everything is momentary and everything is transient in nature. The true                
detachment can only be possible with conscious awareness of this fact. If you are detached, you will not                  
withhold yourself. In fact, it would be easy for you to put your best foot forward in your chosen direction.                    
After all, your soul has chosen to be in the body to go through various experiences from one moment to                    
another. If you know that everything is transient in nature, you may not get attached. Detachment helps                 
you in raising your consciousness and raised consciousness helps you in being detached further. 
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Birthdate 6 of any month/year 
 
CL9  LEFT COURAGE CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
 I courageously give, serve, impart, perform or contribute all as per the expectations. 
 
Do you feel your contribution in and to your relationships is adequate? Have you explored the possibility                 
of giving more than you are giving, doing more than you are doing? Contributing more than you are                  
contributing at the moment? What could be your inhibiting considerations? Concern of being taken for               
granted by others? Concern for appearing to be a fool eventually? Concern for being taken for a ride by                   
giving in too much in your relationship? Concern for yourself and your future? Yes, you do not have to                   
empty your cup to fulfill others. However, if in this relationship, you have mastered the art of aligning                  
yourself correctly in order to ensure that your cup is always full, let others benefit from all that is                   
overflowing from you. They will align accordingly. Courageously position yourself as a contributor in the               
relationship while ensuring you have enough for you in spite of your generosity to contribute. 
 

 
Birthdate 7 of any month/year 

BLL12 - LEFT OPENING UP WITH FAIR RE-DISTRIBUTION OF BRUNT CHAKRA-  

AFFIRMATION 
 
I continue to remain open to delegate and I continue to remain open by delegating. 
 
Hey, do not think of withdrawing at this moment. Continue to remain open to various experiences,                
possibilities and people. You have been doing well in the past. If you are experiencing a possible brunt of                   
responsibilities or unpleasantness as you remain open and persistent, think of redistributing the             
responsibilities or unpleasantness in order to ease out your way forward so that you persistently and                
consistently put your best foot forward in your chosen direction as you remain open to various                
possibilities. You do not have to continue bearing the brunt in order to create lasting impressions. 
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Birthdate 8 of any month/year 

FC23 - CHEERFULNESS CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I remain cheerful and happy irrespective of my outer circumstances. 
 
If you are looking at enhancing your relationships, do ensure that you add an element of cheerfulness and                  
happiness to the relationship dynamics. Waiting for the relationships to shape up as per your choice may                 
not work. However, when you add joy, happiness and cheerfulness in your relationship, the dynamics of                
relationships will improve very well and faster than expected. You need no reason to be cheerful.                
However, your cheerfulness can become a great reason for the relationship dynamics to improve and               
enhance. 
 

 
Birthdate 9 of any month/year 
 

HL14 - LEFT COMMAND CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I contribute by being in total command. 
 
Your level of freedom is directly proportionate to your level of preparedness to take responsibility and                
face the consequences by taking charge of life. You are free to choose, co-create and manifest in alliance                  
with the soul’s choice of experiences. Once you are ready to do, serve, impart or give in total alliance                   
with the soul’s choice of experiences, you will manifest a level of freedom to serve or deliver as per your                    
choice and discretion irrespective of your perceived sense of pressure. With growth and awareness in your                
consciousness, you will be able to understand that those inhibiting and pressurising factors could be your                
manifestations. 
 

 

Birthdate 10 of any month/year 

CR13  RIGHT SELF RELIANCE CHAKRA -   
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
 I receive with self-reliance. 
 
You seem to be having a subtle hope that someone in your space should give a boost to your personal,                    
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professional or spiritual growth. You could also be feeling a subtle sense of resentment, anger or                
disappointment from a person who is actually capable of doing much more for you and yet unwilling to                  
do or see the possibility of giving you the much needed boost. Now you have a choice of waiting for this                     
individual to do something for you or waiting for certain favourable circumstances to come your way OR                 
look at the possibility of doing your best irrespective of the push or boost from external circumstances or                  
people in your space. How about being self-reliant? 

 
Birthdate 11 of any month/year 
 
MC12 - ROOT CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I choose to thrive in life. 
 
To enhance your current relationships, you may need to begin by strengthening them with your roots. As                 
a tree cannot have a firm structure by forsaking its connectivity to the roots, you cannot build a strong                   
foundation of your current and future relationships by disregarding your connectivity with your parents,              
grandparents, your family lineage and roots. You may not be in touch with them; however, get in touch                  
with them energetically. Connect to them till the time you feel fully connected to them energetically. Seek                 
forgiveness if you have ever hurt anyone. Forgive them if they have done anything which hurt you or                  
anyone else. Say thank you for all they have provided you, directly or through inheritance. Seek their                 
blessings so that you thrive in life as you discover the zenith of cosmic awareness. 

 
Birthdate 12 of any month/year 

AC10  EXPLORATION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION  
 
It is safe to know the unknown. 
 
Most people with energy blocks at the navel chakra have past cellular memories or preprogramming of                
being a witch or witch doctors in past lives. They were mercilessly or even brutally killed publicly, for                  
being intuitive. In the current life when they start getting intuitive signals, they start blocking them, out of                  
unknown anxiety and fears. They somehow associate intuitive knowing with death & hence fear to know                
the unknown. 

 
Birthdate 13 of any month/year 
 

BLL12 - LEFT OPENING UP WITH FAIR RE-DISTRIBUTION OF BRUNT CHAKRA 
 
 
AFFIRMATION 
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I continue to remain open to delegate and I continue to remain open by delegating. 
 
Bearing the constant brunt could be because of your belief based on your past perception and experiences                 
you or your loved ones have gone through. It could be an individual choice and not necessarily the truth                   
and an inevitable experience when you open up. You could be consistently inhibiting yourself from               
remaining open due to the possibility of bearing the brunt. How about being and remaining open to                 
various possibilities by choosing how and what you wish to experience instead of curtailing yourself from                
opening up? Stop bearing the brunt of your unhealthy beliefs and feelings and you may not have to bear                   
the brunt by remaining open to various possibilities. 

 
 
Birthdate 14 of any month/year 

FLL22 - LEFT SURRENDER CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I continue to surrender in full faith, strength and awareness. 
 
Only with consistent and persistent faith, you will be able to continue putting your best foot forward with                  
an attitude of surrender. You have probably tried resisting in the past; you have probably tried rebelling in                  
the past. Trust your inner guidance. Continue having faith in the greater good behind all designs and                 
moves of life. Continue with an attitude of total surrender with faith and inner strength. You are being                  
guided to continue putting your best foot forward in a certain direction. 

 
Birthdate 15 of any month/year 

TR11 - RIGHT BEST FOOT FORWARD CHAKRA 

 

AFFIRMATION 
 
I put my best foot forward. 
 
While there are some people who begin with a great bang and give their best; there are some people who                    
find it difficult to make up their minds and put in their best. Are you one of them? 
You need to find out for yourself, is it a general trend in your life? 
Or is it related to some issue that is preoccupying your mind at the moment? 
Ask yourself "What is stopping you from putting your best foot forward?" 
The most common reasons for not putting your best foot forward are: 
1) Stored anger leading to self sabotage 
2) Lack of clarity of vision 
3) Internal conflict and confusion 
Follow your heart. Resolve the conflict between your mind and heart. Check your past conditioning and                
beliefs. 
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Work on them. If you have to move forward and take the first step, might as well put your best foot                     
forward. 
A half hearted move will bring in half baked results and will frustrate you and others in the long run. 

 
Birthdate 16 of any month/year 

FL48 - LEFT GRATITUDE FOR GROUNDING CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I remain grateful to self-restraining factors, which are inspiring me to rise high in life. 
 
 
Several times you get a feeling that the relationships or the sense of responsibility towards others in the                  
relationship are grounding you and making you feel tied down. Had the relationship factor not been there,                 
you would have managed to fly high. You did not have to remain grounded and stuck where you are.                   
Perhaps you are unable to see the possibility that the very grounding factors, your moral values,                
conditionings, beliefs and other self-restraining factors in your personality are inspiring you to fly high.               
Had the string that tied you down not been there, perhaps you would have not been soaring so high.                   
Hence, it is time to acknowledge these factors, influencing your relationships, people around you and               
express your gratitude for playing their role fully in order to help you remain grounded. 

 
Birthdate 17 of any month/year 

PR21 - RIGHT HUMILITY CHAKRA- Reminder to receive with humility. 
Base of the Middle Finger (Right) 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I humbly receive all that I am meant to receive. 
Your arrogance of being able to receive or being entitled to receive can come in the way of receiving                   
freely and openly. Many a time, surrendering and bowing down is required in order to be a good receiver.                   
Perhaps, all that is happening in your life is leading you towards humility and conveying to you that you                   
need to learn to remain humble in order to be able to receive more easily and graciously. 

 
Birthdate 18 of any month/year 

FLR21- RIGHT SURRENDER CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I surrender with faith, strength and awareness. 
 
You can truly surrender only if you have full faith in yourself and the Divine. Address your doubts,                  
resistance, insecurities and inhibition and simply surrender. An attitude of surrender can assist you in               
putting your best foot forward. 
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Birthdate 19 of any month/year 

TL14 - LEFT CO-OPERATION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I continue to put my best foot forward, manifesting cooperation and harmony in my universe. 
 
Perceived possibility of competition, domination or one-upmanship could be preventing you from            
continuing to put your best foot forward. Rather than curtailing yourself, intend to invite cooperation and                
harmony on an ongoing basis. Definitely, continue putting your best foot forward and give your best to                 
get the best. 

 
Birthdate 20 of any month/year 

FLL22 - LEFT SURRENDER CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I continue to surrender in full faith, strength and awareness. 
 
 
Only with consistent and persistent faith, you will be able to continue putting your best foot forward with                  
an attitude of surrender. You have probably tried resisting in the past; you have probably tried rebelling in                  
the past. Trust your inner guidance. Continue having faith in the greater good behind all designs and                 
moves of life. Continue with an attitude of total surrender with faith and inner strength. You are being                  
guided to continue putting your best foot forward in a certain direction. 
 

 
Birthdate 21 of any month/year 

FR11 - RIGHT ASSERTION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I positively accept others’ opinions as their feedback and constructively respond to their assertions.  
 
It's nice to be sensitive towards others. However, ensure that you aren't unduly perturbed by others' need                 
to raise their eyebrows (Say - to object, question, argue, show surprise or simply frown). People around                 
you may need a space where they can express their authentic response to you. This can only be possible if                    
you do not adversely respond. How about graciously welcoming others to express their overt expressions,               
surprise, questioning, objections, etc? 

 
Birthdate 22 of any month/year 
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SC7 - BALANCE CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I remain balanced in my balanced world. 
 
Probably you are at a juncture where you are anticipating a 360 degrees spin in your inner or outer world.                    
We all are aware that change is a norm of life. At times there are possibilities of extremely rapid changes                    
and you may find it difficult to adjust to them. Rather than restricting and resisting rapid changes, seek to                   
have balance and serenity when your life is likely to a spin. Do not wait for the things to settle so that you                       
feel balanced. Instead, focus on remaining balanced so that the situation around you settles soon in your                 
favor. 

 
Birthdate 23 of any month/year 

CL12  OFFENSIVENESS CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I generously forgive one and all. I forgive myself. 
 
Do you have a subtle desire to punish yourself or others? Have you checked the alternatives? What if you                   
could achieve the desired results without the need to punish or offend. If you are already in the process of                    
punishing yourself or others, wait. Take a fresh look. Surely there are better ways out. You deserve to                  
treat and be treated in far more sophisticated ways. Let go any soul level need to be punished or punish                    
others. Learn what needs to be learnt. Teach others in a compassionate manner. Intend what you want                 
rather than getting upset over what has happened. 

 
Birthdate 24 of any month/year 

HR5 - RIGHT HARMONY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I get what is due to me with ease and grace under harmonious circumstances. 
 
You are constantly anticipating struggles, hardships, challenges, difficulties, arguments, and conflicts, etc.            
How are you benefiting from all these? Are you manifesting this as a distraction or an excuse or do you                    
need this to prove your patience, persistence, endurance and strength? Can the end objective be availed                
amidst harmony and peace? Are you trying to prove something to someone or to yourself by receiving                 
through so much of struggle hardship or challenges? What if you start receiving all that you wish to                  
receive in an easy and effortless as well as struggle free manner? Are you prepared for that kind of life? 
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Birthdate 25 of any month/year 

BR7 - RIGHT COMFORT CRUISE CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I intend and invite enough buffers and reserves of resources to enjoy a relaxed life. 
 
It appears that you have got used to or addicted to the ‘high’ experienced by a tightrope walk to manage                    
your resources in a stressful manner where you can not have room for taking life easy even for a few                    
moments during your day. The example of tightrope walking could be in finance management where you                
have just enough funds to cope up with the expenses in a timely manner OR time management, where you                   
have just enough time to cope up with your commitments. Tightrope walking certainly helps you in a                 
huge ego kick of being able to manage with precarious availability of resources and sailing through a                 
challenging time on an ongoing basis. However, do you really need that kind of environment and                
difficulty in resource management to prove to yourself or others how efficient you are? Don’t you think                 
you can enjoy a comfortable cruise on highway called life? 

 
Birthdate 26 of any month/year 

VS1 - CELEBRATION CHAKRA  
 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I celebrate life with people around me. 
 
You do not have to wait for a festive season to celebrate. Do all that you can do to celebrate every                     
moment. Eat what you enjoy, share with others what you like the most, renovate your house, wear nice                  
clothes. Do decoration to invite people over, plan a party. Donate, gift, participate and have fun. Even if                  
you are busy, even if you are totally immersed in your work, integrate the experience of celebration                 
wherever and whenever you can. Celebration does not mean, you need to stop working. Celebration               
means you work in a manner you and others around you celebrate. 

 

Birthdate 27 of any month/year 

NC1 - EFFECTIVE PROPOSITION CHAKRA 
 

AFFIRMATION 

I invite others to value my wise advice at the right time in a right manner. 

You have wise ideas and advice as you have a foresight and can envisage the consequences of decisions                  
and actions taken by others, well in advance. However, it bothers you, when people do not take your                  
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advice seriously - at the time they should and in a manner they should. Unfortunately, they value your                  
advice quite late and that generates a considerable frustration (within you). Enhancing your             
communication and inviting people to get your wisdom at the right time in the right manner, would be                  
helpful.

 

Birthdate 28 of any month/year 

AR13  RIGHT COMPASSION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION  
 
I invite others to treat me with courtesy and kindness. 
 
There is a possibility that you have a preprogramming of guilt of having tortured and tormented others in                  
your past/past life. Figure out the reasons behind the same. What is the karmic gift hidden in the                  
experience of torture and trouble from others? Embrace the gift and let go of the need to feel tortured and                    
troubled. 

 
Birthdate 29 of any month/year 
 

HL8 - LEFT REACH OUT CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I grant myself permission to actively reach out and contribute. 
 
Ask yourself a question, what are you preventing yourself from giving, serving, performing, contributing?              
And why would you do that? What you resist tends to persist anyway. Remain open to give, serve,                  
perform, contribute. Address your inhibiting beliefs and experiences blocking you from reaching out and              
contributing your best. 

 

Birthdate 30 of any month/year 

PR31- RIGHT INTEGRATION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
I receive in full integrity as I heal and integrate all scattered parts of my personality. 
 
When one goes through a traumatic experience, a part of the personality gets shattered and remains                
loosely attached to the main personality, which creates a space for other energies to influence you in your                  
life. These shattered parts of your personality may be compared with the cracked windshield of a car.                 
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They not only create a space for external energy elements but also interfere with your perceptions and                 
functioning. 

 

Birthdate 31 of any month/year 

FLL 30- LEFT HURT FREE INTIMACY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 
It is emotionally safe to be consistently intimate. 
 
Are you thinking of holding yourself back in an intimate relationship due to stored emotional hurts? How                 
about looking at the possibility of releasing all stored emotional hurts and continue allowing emotional,               
physical or social intimacy? Remember that getting hurt is quite common in human relationships as not                
all expectations are met as per your wish. However, holding on to hurts could interfere with intimacy or                  
an intimate relationship. You have a gentle reminder to let go of stored emotional hurts and continue to                  
put your best foot forward to grant yourself the permission to enjoy intimacy and/or intimate               
relationships. 
 

 

 

 

Have a great Time! 
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